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Maurice and Vijay are thrilled to be the only grade nine students to make the junior football team. But it soon
becomes clear that their coach, Bob Jones, who has just been elected mayor, has his own reasons for giving
his two new players preferential treatment.

Massive media coverage of the outspoken Coach Jones starts turning up allegations of illegal behaviour,
including use of crack cocaine. And the ego-driven competitiveness that won Jones the mayor's office fuels
his abusive coaching style.

But Jones has many dedicated supporters, including Vijay's father, who say Jones cares about the little
people and credits him with saving his football players from a life of drugs and gangs.
Maurice and Vijay finally decide that they've had enough. But can they get the rest of the team, especially
the older players who resent them as "minor niners," to help them take control from the man the whole world
knows as the Crack Coach?

While based on a situation taken directly from the headlines, Steven Sandor offers a compelling and entirely
fictional story that explores what happens when young players strive to take action that addresses an
unexpected and destructive issue — rather than waiting for adults to face up to the problem.
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From reader reviews:

Marie Clemmer:

Here thing why that Crack Coach are different and reliable to be yours. First of all reading a book is good but
it depends in the content than it which is the content is as delicious as food or not. Crack Coach giving you
information deeper including different ways, you can find any book out there but there is no publication that
similar with Crack Coach. It gives you thrill examining journey, its open up your own personal eyes about
the thing in which happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. You can bring
everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your approach home by train. Should you be having
difficulties in bringing the published book maybe the form of Crack Coach in e-book can be your alternate.

Joseph Cole:

This Crack Coach are usually reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The key reason why
of this Crack Coach can be one of many great books you must have is actually giving you more than just
simple looking at food but feed anyone with information that perhaps will shock your prior knowledge. This
book is definitely handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions in the e-book
and printed kinds. Beside that this Crack Coach giving you an enormous of experience for instance rich
vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that could it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have it
appreciate reading.

Belinda Fergerson:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their leisure time with their family, or
their own friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic from
the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something different to
fill your own personal free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book might be option to fill your free of charge
time/ holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to test
look for book, may be the guide untitled Crack Coach can be excellent book to read. May be it can be best
activity to you.

Wanda Hardin:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book than can
satisfy your short period of time to read it because this time you only find reserve that need more time to be
study. Crack Coach can be your answer given it can be read by anyone who have those short extra time
problems.
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